Elliott Kit Boxes
For Spare Parts

■

Critical Parts Inventory
Elliott kit boxes are the convenient way to ensure that
you have high-quality, original Elliott parts where you
need them, when you need them. Elliott kit boxes
provide customers with a safe, convenient, and secure
way to inventory critical parts for their Elliott rotating
equipment. Each customized set of boxes is prepared
for a specific piece of equipment at a particular location.
Kit box interiors are arranged by unit and by specific
maintenance requirements. The parts in each kit box are
clearly identified and securely packed and organized. Parts
location diagrams on the inside of each box lid make it
easy to verify the selection of the correct component from
the kit. The orderly arrangement of components simplifies
routine maintenance and overhauls, and eliminates time
spent searching for correct parts.
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■

Designed for Safety,
Convenience and Durability
Elliott kit boxes are made of industrial-grade
polyethylene that provides excellent damage
protection from physical and environmental factors.
Each case is equipped with standard rated lift
points; larger cases have built-in forklift risers for
safety and ease of transportation. The placement of
parts in each box is carefully designed to position
the center of gravity at the middle of the box to
reduce the risk of tipping.

■

Ordering and Replenishment
Experienced Elliott service parts managers handle
all new and replenishment kit box orders. Prior to
a planned turnaround, a service parts manager will
verify the correct inventory is available for your kit
box. To re-order parts, simply send the re-order
form to Elliott Service Parts or return kit boxes to
the designated Elliott parts depot for inventory,
quote, and replenishment. We also offer storage and
staging of complete, loaded kit boxes throughout
our global network of service facilities.

Features
Each Elliott kit box is packaged for a specific
machine. The contents include:
 Unit-specific parts
 Precision-cut foam inserts to protect the parts and
hold them in position
 Bill of materials
 Reference drawings
 Instructions for parts replenishment or repair
 Suggested inventory of common replacement
parts such as bearing shoes, shim packs, and
oil seal rings
Every Elliott kit box provides rugged, secure
protection during transport and storage. Kit boxes
can be customized to provide additional protection
for delicate components. All Elliott kit boxes are
designed with:
 Watertight tongue and groove lid-to-base fit to
protect against environmental hazards
 Rated lift points for lifts using slings or cranes
 Interlocking, stackable tops and bottoms to
reduce the footprint, minimize load tipping, and
improve stability
 Parts location diagrams
 Parts nameplates

For kit box inquiries, contact Elliott Service Parts
at +1-888-352-7278 or email us at:
parts@elliott-turbo.com.

All quality Elliott parts are backed by Elliott’s global
service network. Superior parts management and
supply practices ensure on-time delivery of the right
part to the right place, at the right time for all Elliott
turbomachinery. Because every part counts, Elliott
customer care specialists are available 24 hours a
day, seven days a week to assist with your parts
requirements.
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Elliott Group is a global leader in the
design, manufacture, and service
of technically advanced centrifugal
compressors, steam turbines, power
recovery expanders, cryogenic pumps
and expanders, and axial compressors
used in the petrochemical, refining,
oil & gas, liquefied gas, and process
industries, as well as in power
applications.
Elliott Group is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Ebara Corporation,
a major industrial conglomerate
headquartered in Tokyo, Japan.
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